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For my Mam, Dad, Natasha,
Niamh, Chris and Chloe.
Without you, none of this would
be possible. I love you.

'BREAK THE MOULD'

H

ave you ever thought to yourself, I would love to stand out.
To do things differently. To make a difference. To change
the world. To break the mould. But you figured - no, that’s

impossible.
In many ways, that was my story. Or, it could have been.
When I was younger, I wanted to be a teacher, I wanted to work in
fashion and I wanted to change the world. But I’m a little person.
I have dwarfism, which is a physical disability that means my
arms and legs are a little bit shorter than most people. Growing
up, there weren’t very many teachers, or writers, or fashion
designers, or activists who were disabled like me.
Not seeing someone who looked like me in the places I longed to
be, meant that I used to think that my dreams were impossible.
But from my earliest days, my parents encouraged me to believe
that I could do anything that I dreamed of. They told me that I
might have to find a different way
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hadn’t been done before, it didn’t mean that I couldn’t be the first.

PERMISSION TO DREAM

I went on to become the first little person to be on the cover of

The act of making a dream a reality does not happen overnight.

to achieve my dream, but it wasn’t impossible. Just because it

Vogue, a monthly fashion and lifestyle magazine. I was the first
little person to attend the Met Gala – a very fancy fundraising ball
where lots of celebrities get dressed up in amazing costumes.
I created the first little person doll and the first little person
mannequin, because when I was growing up, there were never
any toys or shop mannequins that looked like me. I introduced
the word for little person into the Irish dictionary and into Irish
Sign Language and I am the first little person to ever advise the
President of Ireland. I’m part of a group of people, called the
Council of State, who he calls on whenever there is a big decision

It takes time, effort and perseverance, but YOU can make it
happen. You can discover and create your own dreams and I want
to show you how. Let’s rewind and step back in time to my very
first day of school …
I was SO nervous. I wanted to make friends and I wanted to fit in. I
looked different from the other girls in my class. I was concerned
that they might not know how to talk to me, or what to say. I
was worried that their nervousness might have meant that they
wouldn’t talk to me at all. I decided to introduce myself, to put

to be made.

everyone at ease. So I told them a story about me.

I was able to fulfil my dreams. Now I want to help you fulfil yours.

It was just a few lines. I practised it at home in front of the mirror
and felt a mix of fear and excitement. I walked into the classroom
and everyone looked at me. They all wore the same clothes: a
bright blue jumper, shirt, bowtie and pinafore. I wore them too
and in our uniform, I looked like the other girls, just smaller.
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The teacher told the class that I was their new classmate and

The class shouted,

asked me to say hello. It was my moment. Standing in front of
them, I waved and smiled. I took a deep breath and said,

'Hi, my name is SI N É A D.
I am fou r years old. I have
ACHO N DRO PLASIA . That's spelled
a-c-h-o-n-d-r-o-p-l-a-s-i-a.
It means that I 'm a LITTLE PERSO N
and I can do most thi ngs
just li ke you.'

‘Welcome SiNEad’
and over-emphasised every syllable in my name. With so many
voices, it sounded like Shin-aye-yed. It didn’t matter, I was part
of the class, I would spend eight years in a classroom with these
girls and, already, I felt accepted. I was one of them.
They had made small changes to help me feel comfortable. At the
back of the classroom, we hung up our coats, hats and scarves
on bright, colourful hooks. Mine was at the end of the row and
much lower than the rest. The ability to hang my coat up, on my
own, might seem trivial or unimportant, but it allowed me to be a
student in the same way as everyone else.

It was not only my first day of school, it was also my fourth

In my classroom, there were thirty spaces for children to sit and

birthday.

every table and chair looked the same - wooden with red metal
bars for the legs. My seat was at the front of the room, my table

The teacher had a look on her face that said she wasn’t expecting

and chair were identical to everyone else's, but smaller. The legs

a speech. It was the kind of look where an adult is trying their best

had been shortened, and they were just the right height for me to

not to smile, but they can’t control it and a grin stretches across

be able to sit down, without using a footstool and without having

their face.

to ask anyone for help.
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I loved school. In the classroom it seemed anything was possible.
There was a playhouse nestled in the corner and inside, there
were costumes and lots of accessories. I remember spending
hours dressing up, sometimes as a doctor wearing a white coat
over my uniform, with a stethoscope around my neck. Other times
wearing a chef’s hat and jacket, and every now and then, wearing
a hard hat and a high-vis jacket like a construction worker. I loved
to play, dream and imagine all the possibilities of who I could be
and what I could do when I left school.
Then I would zig-zag from the
playhouse to the classroom library
where I would run my fingers along
the spines of the books. I loved
turning the pages and escaping
to a different world. Learning
about princes and princesses,
countries and cultures that I could only
dream of experiencing. It was bliss.
That first day, I didn’t want school to end. When the bell rang
for us to go home, I left the classroom dragging my feet and my
schoolbag, desperate to spend a few more minutes there.
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I had made up my mind. Bursting out the school doors, I told my

When there are no role models, or people who look like you,

parents that I wanted to go to school for ever. When I was old

already achieving your dreams, it’s easy to think it’s impossible,

enough, I wanted to be a teacher. They didn’t hesitate, not for

but that doesn’t mean it’s true.

a moment. Smiling brightly, they both looked at me and said,
'Great!'.

When I told my parents that I wanted to be a teacher, they didn’t
accept those biases, which is an assumption of what or how

I often wonder how my mam and dad felt at that moment.

something should be. My mam and dad gave me permission to

They had worked with the school to create the coat hook and my

dream.

table and chair at a smaller height. Already it was obvious that
the classroom wasn’t designed for a little person as a student,

My life might be very different without that moment because

so could a little person be a teacher? It would be difficult to

sometimes, all you need is someone to believe in you. That

reach things, to see all of the children, and as none of my

someone could be a parent, a grandparent, a brother, a sister,

teachers looked like me, maybe that meant it was impossible.

a cousin, a friend or it could be you, believing in yourself. We all

Maybe I couldn’t be a teacher. My mam and dad were calm, but I

need someone to tell us that

wonder if they were thinking about this and asking themselves
these questions?

You see, we live i n a world
where there are often
ASSUM PTI O NS about what
a person CA N or CA N N OT
do or be, because they are
DI FFERENT.
12

our dreams
are POSSI BLE
and to remind us how brilliant and unique we each are.
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THIS BOOK

There are moments when these dreams might feel impossible.
You might feel like giving up. You might feel like your dreams

Now I’m passing on that message.

should belong to someone else. But, I’m here to remind you to
have faith in yourself – because I’ve been in your shoes. I was a
kid who felt different, I looked different to my friends and family,

EN COU RAGE you to
BELI EVE I N YOU RSELF, to have
PRI DE i n who you are and to fi nd
I want to

comfort i n you r own ski n, to be
CU RI OUS about the world
arou nd you, to DISCOVER
you r voice, and to DREAM
as big as you can.

and at times, I was the kid who just wanted to fit in. But fitting in
means hiding a part of yourself. It’s choosing to not let the world
see and experience all of who you are. I used to feel like hiding,
but not any more. I’ve learned to be proud of who I am, to not be
afraid of what others might think and to dream enormously big.
And you can too.
I’d like to tell you something that I have learned:

TH E I M POSSI BLE IS POSSI BLE.

I want you to be confident in fighting for what you believe in, to be
ambitious about changing the world so it is fairer for everyone. I
want you to encourage others to use their voice too!
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THE LIST OF DREAMS
From a young age, I kept a list of my dreams and ambitions.
Throughout this book, you’ll read some of my stories and the

HERE'S MY LIST:
W rite a
fashion blog

moments where so many of my dreams have come true. You’ll
learn about some of the people who have inspired me, and in
each chapter, I’ll introduce you to someone amazing, someone
who you might not be taught about in school.

Stand u p and
with others

Attend the
M et Gala

Use my
voice
Be a
teacher

So, what’s on your list? Because you might be different or feel
different to the other people in your class or your family, but
this book is here to help you find the power in being different,
to discover the things you love about yourself, to grow your
confidence, to follow your dreams, to break the mould and to find
your place in the world.
Grab a pen and a piece of paper and start writing your list of
dreams and ambitions. Remember, this is YOUR list, so write
everything and anything on it that you want to achieve - even if it
seems impossible. Especially, if it seems impossible!

Change
the world

Make a
difference

Be ki nd
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Fi nd
friends
Model on
the cover
of Vogue

No one else has to see it if you don’t want them to, or you could
share it with your family or friends - and encourage them to write
a list too.

It is u p to YOU.
This is all about YOU.
It is the start of YOU R
BRI LLIA NT jou rney !
Decorate your list and keep it somewhere safe, a place where you
can refer to it often.
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